A Run to the Border

by jolly r. blackburn

meanwhile at the local TIC TAC TACO...

okay big guy,
so tell me
why we’re
meeting again?
\ just don’t
see the point.

hold that
thought, guys... -chompya wanna order
another BUCKET OF munch- BURRITOS?

frickin’ a. -munchwhen \
was SINGLE?
BURRITO BUCKETS
kept me from
starvin’ to death.

you just don’t
get it, SARA -- these
things KEEP -- you
can eat for a WEEK
off one bucket.

“FAT AND
HAPPY” hour
ends in fifteen
minutes...
-chew- -chew-

yeah --\
thought we pretty
much covered
everything in our
LAST meeting.

seriously?
another bucket?
but we haven’t
even finished the
one we HAVE.

not me -- my system can only handle about
ONE “RUN TO THE BORDER” per week.

so you never answered
my question, BIG GUY.

these things give me the HERSHEY SQUIRTS.

what’s with calling
a SECOND MEETING?

now there’s an image in
my head \’d like to BURN
OUT with a hot poker.

-chew- -chomp-

well \ was
just asking.
the price is
gonna go
back up.

shee was fit
to be TIED
when \ told
her \’d be late
getting home.

-chomp-chomp-

by the way, sara -- \ KNOW how the two of you LOVE to talk.
EMERGENCY ROOM equals
paper trail -- one PHONE
CALL and you’re FINISHED.

do me a favor, CHATTY CATHY -- try not BLOWIN’
my COVER STORY this time -- alright?

\ told SHEILA \ had
to drive DAVE to the
EMERGENCY ROOM.

me...?

excuse me...

on your
SCOOTER?

“CHATTY CATHY”?

yeah, well she
caught me off
guard -- it’s
ALL \ had at
the moment.

thin, bob. thin.
too easy
to VERIFY.



why the hell
did you take
me to the
EMERGENCY
ROOM?

maybe it’s the ‘CONVINCE YOURSELF YOU’RE SAFE WHILE THE GM SCREWS YOU’ talent.

—Brian Van Hoose, KODT Issue #110, Breaking Point…
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aah -- \’m glad you brought that up.

however, he was concerned he
might have CRACKED your sternum.

if SHEILA happens to ask -- you
CHOKED on a PEACH HOSTESS FRUIT
PIE when you stopped by the STORE.

weird pete performed
a modified HEIMLICH
MANEUVER on ya.

well
\’m not
making any
PROMISES,
bob.

so the story is he asked me to
take you to E.R. just to be safe.

-slurp-slurpoh, and you got
some FRUIT
FILLING down
your WIND PIPE...

aaah, -siip
-sip- nice
detail. got it.

oh gawd...

and pete
knows HIS
end of the
story?

\ won’t VOLUNTEER to tell her -- that’s the BEST \ can do.
but \’m not ABOUT to lie to her
face if she asks me a direct question.

GEEZE, sara...
what kind of person ARE you?

what are
you?

you’re putting your loyalties to
SHEE over a fellow party member?

an IDIOT?

-sip-sip-

how ‘bout the
DOCTOR prescribing some
sort of
expectorate?

oh we know,
sara, we know...
and that’s
EXACTLY why
you’re shee’s
GO-TO GIRL when
she thinks \’m
HIDING something.

yeah, well...
stop LYING to
her -- problem
solved.

hey -- \ don’t need a
LECTURE, doctor frickin’ phil...
\’m the ONLY person here in a meaningful
LONG TERM relationship -- remember?

all \’m asking for is
a courtesy -- don’t
go WRECKIN’ my
story with SHEE.

\ bet that PIE
FILLING caused
some sort of
rasping cough.

for your
information \ don’t
make a HABIT of
NEEDLESSLY lying
to my FRIENDS
over the littlest
MUNDANE
day-to-day things.

hey, it’s by CHOICE
for me -- \ prefer
casual dating.
ya know,
bob...

-chew-chew-

telling the TRUTH actually
makes life LESS Complicated.

okay, okay break
it up you two.

you should TRY it.

we’ve got a LOT of
GROUND to cover...

you might find
it LIBERATING.

\ swear -- \
don’t even
KNOW you
sometimes.

um, anybody
gonna eat
that LAST
cheesy chew?

oh if only
that were true.



“oh yeah -- that’s right. LAUGH IT UP! HA HAA!! i’m glad you find it so AMUSING that \ can’t play
the CHARACTER CLASS of my choice, missy. this is like the time they made me play a TREE in the
SCHOOL PLAY… all \ WANTED was the part of ROBIN HOOD. it RUINED the SECOND GRADE for me.

—Bob Herzog, KODT Issue #116, Job Fair
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